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Email: andreina.wipraechtiger@fei.org
Fax: +41 (021) 310 47 60

Please fill in the xxx Page 1/4

* National Federation * Name of the 
Competition * Country * Category (number of 

stars) * Distance in KM * Best condition

Fédération Nationale Nom du Raid Pays
* Catégorie (nombre 

d'étoiles)
* Distance en Km Meilleure condition

FRBSE - KBRSF CEI MIRWART BELGIUM 1 100 NO

* Dates of Event / First Day / 1er jour Last Day / dernier jour

Dates de l'événement 18/10/2009 xxx

** Number of starters ** Number having finished ** Currency ** Total Prize Money ** Copy of Programme
Nombre au départ Nombre ayant fini Monnaie / €, US$, AED, etc. Prix en espèces Copie du programme

12 xxx € 450 ANNEXE

General Regulations:
Results to be submitted within 7 days / résultats à envoyer dans les 7 jours  
Prize money / prix en espèces

*   Important information needed / information importante
** Mandatory information needed, if not received, results and rankings will not be processed.
** Information obligatoire, le cas échéant, les résultats et le classement ne seront pas pris en compte.

Signed by : Jacques GHISLAIN

Federation : FRBSE



FEI ENDURANCE CEI * MIRWART BELGIUM

National Federation: FRBSE

RESULTATS

Rank First Name Family Name National 
Federation Name         Average 

KM / HR
Total 
Time

Rang Prénom Nom de 
Famille       

Fédération 
Nationale Nom                 Vitesse 

moyenne 
Temps 
total

1 Hubert JANSSEN BEL SHADOS 15,72 6:21:48
2 Christian GERSENT FRA CHARAF DE BRISAL 15,72 6:21:48
3 Nicola DEL PRATO FRA KAYRON 15,71 6:21:49
4 Tom DE DONCKER BEL FFAYIETTA 13,76 7:16:52
5 Michaël DOTHEE BEL EPONA 13,30 7:31:19
6 Suzanne VAN RIJSWIJK NED BONJOUR EL SAMAWI 12,12 8:15:37
7 Yannick RADEMAKER NED FORTUNA G 12,07 8:17:27

Sélim DJEBLI ALG NEFERTITI DE SAULAIRE
Ralf HUSCHKE GER SAID 2
Monika STEINMER GER KRISHAN 2
Samantha OOSTERBROEK AUS PARACLET
Jan SEYKENS BEL PASCHAH

Cavalier Cheval

18/10/2009
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Motives of Non-Completion, Dictionary of Terms

– This is to be used when a horse/rider makes an entry but fails to turn up for the ride.

– This is to be used if a rider is disqualified, perhaps due to abuse of an official or due to horse cruelty etc.

If a horse or rider stops or is stopped on course it must be marked as having failed to qualify at the following vet gate 
as the horse has failed to complete the next loop.  Please provide details as to why the combination have failed to 
reach the next vet gate.

 -  This is to be used if a horse has been eliminated for metabolic reasons and has received veterinary treatment.

– This is to be used when a horse passes the veterinary check at a vet gate but the rider chooses not to leave onto the 
following loop. A horse/rider can only retire at a vet gate and only if they have passed all veterinary checks at the specific 
vet gate.

– This is to be used when a rider is eliminated perhaps due to error of course, or if the rider weighs under weight when 
arriving at a vet gate etc.

 – This is to be used if the horse fails the Pre-Ride veterinary examination.

– This to be used when a horse has failed to qualify due to lameness reasons.

– This is to be used when a horse has failed to qualify for metabolic reasons but receives no veterinary treatment. This 
could be due to a high heart rate, or any other metabolic reason.

If a horse fails to qualify for more than one reason i.e the horse is lame and also has metabolic problems then all 
causes of elimination should be marked i.e la/me or la/tr.

For example, if a horse falls on the course on the second loop and is lame following the fall and stops, it must be 
marked as ‘el-la’ at the second vet gate.

If the horse is stopped by the vets on loop 4 as it is too tired to continue, and the horse receives treatment it must be 
marked as ‘el-tr’ at the fourth vet gate.

– This is to be used if the whole event is abandoned, perhaps due to severe weather conditions.

If the rider becomes lost on the third loop and chooses not to continue but it taken off from the course, this must be 
marked as ‘el-el’ at the third vet gate.


